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Dear Patrons,

Like us on our Books By Mail - New Mexico State Library page at https://www.facebook.com/NMSLBBM/

If you have any pictures of yourself or family receiving or mailing our books, feel free to send them to us so we can post them on our Facebook page.

Visit Eclipse, (http://bbm.nmstatelibrary.org/), our online system which is available 24/7. Our voicemail, (1-800-395-9144) will also take messages 24/7. You can also fax us at 505-476-7767.

**The best time to call us or email us with your order is between 6:30 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. to ensure your order goes out the same day. (Excluding weekends, orders will be processed next business day)

Please put your name or ID # when filling out your requests to ensure your book order gets to you.

Requests; Comments; Questions
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Please send me the following:

No.__________________  No.__________________  No.__________________
No.__________________  No.__________________  No.__________________
No.__________________  No.__________________  No.__________________

(S) Indicates you will accept a substitute title. Number of adults_______ and children_______ served by this order. Please print clearly so your order will be filled accurately. You can also call us toll free at 1-800-395-9144 to place your order.
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RURAL SERVICES

RURAL BOOKMOBILES:

EAST  Phone: 575-461-1206
Tucumcari, NM 88401

Counties Served: Chaves, Curry, Eddy, Guadalupe, Lea, Lincoln, Otero, Quay, Roosevelt, San Miguel
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileEast

WEST  Phone: 505-841-5250
Los Lunas, NM 87031

Counties Served: Catron, Cibola, Grant, Hidalgo, McKinley, Sierra, Socorro, Valencia
https://www.facebook.com/NewMexicoStateLibraryRuralBookmobileWest?ref=ts&fref=ts

NORTHEAST  Ph: 575-376-2474
Cimarron, NM 87714

Counties Served: Colfax, Guadalupe, Harding, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Sandoval, Taos, Union

Find all 3 bookmobiles on Facebook

Contact the Bookmobile headquarters in your area for the Bookmobile schedules or go online at http://nmstatelibrary.org under the Direct & Rural Services tab, Rural Bookmobiles, to access them.

Library for the Blind & Physically Handicapped provides audio material for the blind, reading disabled, physically handicapped and some homebound people. For more information about this program call 1-800-456-5515.
### CATEGORY CODES

What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will give you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category will appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from.*

Happy Reading!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADV</th>
<th>Adventure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGY</td>
<td>Anthology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANI</td>
<td>Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANT</td>
<td>Antiques/Collectibles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Art/Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUT</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIO</td>
<td>Biography/Autobiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLI</td>
<td>African-American Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Business/Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Career/Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKG</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUR</td>
<td>Current Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIT</td>
<td>Dictionary/Thesaurus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRA</td>
<td>Drama/Films/Plays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENV</td>
<td>Environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>Family/Marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAN</td>
<td>Fantasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIC</td>
<td>General Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN</td>
<td>Investments/Personal Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Games/Puzzles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAR</td>
<td>Gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRA</td>
<td>Graphic Novels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEA</td>
<td>Health/Diet/Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF</td>
<td>Historical Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMR</td>
<td>Home Repair/Decorating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOB</td>
<td>Hobbies/Crafts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOL</td>
<td>Holidays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOR</td>
<td>Horror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>Humor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVE</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVI</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVP</td>
<td>Juvenile/Preschool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVV</td>
<td>Juvenile/Ages 13-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAT</td>
<td>Latin Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>Literature/Classics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTC</td>
<td>Literature/Contemporary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>Multi cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT</td>
<td>Inspirational/Motivational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV</td>
<td>Movie/TV Tie-In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUS</td>
<td>Music/Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYS</td>
<td>Mystery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>New Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTV</td>
<td>Native American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCC</td>
<td>Occult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCF</td>
<td>Occult Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAR</td>
<td>Parenting/Childbirth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHO</td>
<td>Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE</td>
<td>Poetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POL</td>
<td>Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Popular Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDY</td>
<td>Psychology/Self Help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REF</td>
<td>Reference/General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>Religious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFL</td>
<td>Reference/Foreign Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>Sexuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFF</td>
<td>Science Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPO</td>
<td>Sports/Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUS</td>
<td>Suspense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Southwest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAX</td>
<td>Tax Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRD</td>
<td>Travel/Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRF</td>
<td>Travel/Foreign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>True Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WES</td>
<td>Western</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM</td>
<td>Women's Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMS</td>
<td>Christmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Books By Mail Patron Comment Form**

*You can enclose this form in the bag with your book order. Any additional space needed can be used on a separate sheet of paper. Thank you for your time.*

Name: (Optional) ____________________________    ID#: (Optional) P- ___________

If anyone would like to share a story on how this service has helped you or your family, we would love to hear it. Any comment/suggestions?: ____________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
**ADVENTURE**

**ADV Odessa Sea**
Cussler, Clive

LARGE PRINT. A desperate attempt in 1917 to preserve the wealth and power of the Romanov Empire. A Cold War bomber lost with a deadly cargo. Mysterious deaths on the Black Sea linked to modern day smugglers of nuclear materials. At the center of it all is Dirk Pitt and his team from NUMA. As the danger escalates, there's only one man who can avert catastrophe.

**ADV Tom Clancy's ghost recon wildlands**
Dansky, Richard

When the Ghosts, a squad of elite U.S. Special Forces, are tapped to rescue the U.S. citizens being held hostage by renegade Venezuelan soldiers, tensions arise in their own sector.

**ADV The Midas legacy**
McDermott, Andy

When their daughter turns two, American archaeologist Nina Wilde and her husband/ex-SAS bodyguard Eddie Chase return to work and soon become embroiled in a case in which a woman has apparently been turned to gold, leaving them to wonder if it can be related to the legend of Midas.

**COOKING**

**CKG High protein pancakes**
Braun, Pamela

Provides recipes for making delicious, nutrient-packed protein pancakes using protein powder and high-protein ingredients like quinoa, oatmeal, eggs, and nuts.

**CKG Coleman the outdoor adventure cookbook**
Coleman

This guide to cooking outdoors, long-time manufacturer of camping gear and outdoor recreation products, offers 100 tasty campsite recipes as well as essential camping tips including safety tips, packing guidance and equipment advice.

**CKG Easy flourless muffins, bars and cookies**
Drozdz, Amanda

The founder of the healthy cooking and baking blog, Running With Spoons, presents 60 recipes for delicious, energy-packed muffins and 20 recipes for decadent brownies and bars, in a guide to flour-less cooking that is filled with ideas for grab-and-go breakfasts, quick and easy snacks and healthy desserts.

**CKG Slow cooker dump BBQ**
Palmer, Jennifer

Describes how to make authentic-tasting barbeque dishes in a crock pot through the use of the proper combinations of spices, sauces, rubs and liquid smoke.

**Biography/Autobiography**

**BIO The inspiration cancer story**
Chevannes, Sonia E.

When Sonia Chevannes was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2012, she wasn't sure where to turn. Among the countless doctor's appointments, chemo-therapy treatments, and unclear questions, she decided to turn to God, and the answers became clear. With God as her focus, Chevannes found new strength and hope.

**BIO The grand tour**
Kienzle, Rich

George Jones has been called the greatest country singer of all time. His story is woven out of the greatest and richest American fabric born poor in East Texas to a God-fearing mother and booze-loving father, one of eight children. When he ran away from home at sixteen to sing and play on the radio, it was music and music alone that drove him.

**BIO Her again**
Schulman, Michael

The first thoroughly researched biography of the Iron Lady of acting, nominated for 20 Oscars and winner of three, that explores Streep's beginnings as a young woman of the 1970s grappling with love, feminism, and her astonishing talent.

**Fantasy**

**FAN Fire touched**
Briggs, Patricia

Fighting the most powerful werewolf in their alternate world's history, coyote shape-shifter Mercy Thompson and her alpha werewolf mate, Adam, discover a fire-touched human child stolen long ago by the fae whose existence may help prevent a war.

**FAN Among the fallen**
Dolkart, N. S.

In the wake of the battle of Silent Hall, Criton and Bandu discover a community of Dragon Touched that has survived in hiding and begin a campaign to retake their former territories with the power of the God Most High at their backs while Phaedra and Hunter go on a quest to rediscover the secrets of academic wizardry.
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Crippled in a horrific accident, Wayne Lambright feels unable to
mom seeking to simplify, a Vietnam vet who camps on the
Troyers' farm and an Amish widower.

A debut novel that retells Pride and Prejudice in a world where
commonplace.

FAN  Cold reign
Hunter, Faith  BL-3249
Shape-shifting skinwalker Jane Yellowrock, the woman who
rogue vampires fear most, must protect the reign of Leo Pellisier,
Master of the City of New Orleans, by keeping a delegation of
European fangheads in check when they arrive stateside and raise
a revenant vampire to kill humans.

FAN  Heartstone
White, Elle Katharine  BL-3206
A debut novel that retells Pride and Prejudice in a world where
creatures [such as] dragons, hobgoblins, lamias, and gryphons are

FAC  Annie's recipe
Baker, Lisa Jones  BL-3119
When Levi Miller, who left their Amish community 10 years
earlier, returns for a visit, Annie Mast is thrilled to see her former
best friend, and as love blossoms between them, Annie must
make a decision, be a part of Levi's English world or let him go.

FIC  Rachel's dream
Baker, Lisa Jones  BL-3218
The youngest of her close-knit Amish clan, Rachel Kauffman
turns the head of Jarred Zimmerman, a young veterinarian, and as
they grow closer together, he must make a difficult decision that
could separate them for good.

FIC  The idiot
Batuman, Elif  LP-4983
LARGE PRINT. Embarking on her freshman year at Harvard in
the early tech days of the 1990s, a young artist and daughter of
Turkish immigrants begins a correspondence with an older
mathematics student from Hungary while struggling with her
changing sense of self, first love and a daunting career prospect.

FIC  A bee in her bonnet
Beckstrand, Jennifer  LP-4977
LARGE PRINT. Spirited and independent, Poppy Christner gets
some unwanted help from arrogant Luke Bontrager, who is
determined to stop a vandal from making mischief on her family's
Amish honey farm, and win her heart in the process.

FIC  A cousin's promise
Brunstetter, Wanda E.  BL-3238
Crippled in a horrific accident, Wayne Lambright feels unable to
care for himself, much less Loraine Miller, his future bride. Will
he sacrifice his happiness to give Loraine a better life? When ex-
boyfriend Jake Beechy returns, Loraine's heart is torn. Will she
renew an old love or keep her promise to the new?

FIC  Amish cooking class
Brunstetter, Wanda E.  BL-3147
Join a class of unlikely Ohioans who take cooking lessons at Lyle
and Heidi Troyer's Amish farm, including a woman engaged to
marry, an expectant mother estranged from her family, a widowed
mom seeking to simplify, a Vietnam vet who camps on the
Troyers' farm and an Amish widower.

FIC  A cousin's prayer
Brunstetter, Wanda E.  BL-3247
Traumatized after surviving an automobile accident in which her
boyfriend was killed, Katie Miller struggles to find her way out of
depression, while Freeman Bontrager tries to gain Katie's trust in
hopes of winning her heart.

FIC  Stolen heart
Cabot, Amanda  BL-3262
When Lydia arrives in the Texas Hill Country in 1880 to find that
her fiancé has married another, what kind of future awaits her?

FIC  To the farthest shores
Camden, Elizabeth  BL-3254
Naval officer Ryan Gallagher broke Jenny's heart six years ago
when he abruptly disappeared. Now he's returned but refuses to
discuss what happened. Furious, Jenny has no notion of the
impossible situation Ryan is in. With lives still at risk, he can't tell
Jenny the truth about his overseas mission--but he can't bear to
lose her again either.

FIC  A dog's purpose
Cameron, W. Bruce  BL-3190
"A Dog's Purpose" is not only the emotional and hilarious story of
a dog's many lives, but also a dog's-eye commentary on human
relationships and the unbreakable bonds between man and man's
best friend. This moving and beautifully crafted story teaches that
love never dies, that true friends are always here, and that every
creature on Earth is born with a purpose.

FIC  PhDeath
Carse, James P.  LP-4952
LARGE PRINT. A fast-paced thriller set in a major university in
a major city on a square. The faculty finds itself in deadly
intellectual combat with the anonymous Puzzler. Along with
teams of U.S. Military Intelligence and the city's top detective and
aided by the Puzzle Master of The New York Times, their
collective brains are no match for the Puzzler's perverse talents.

FIC  Amelia and the captain
Copeland, Lori  BL-3141
Struggling to survive with the help of the dashing Captain
Morgan Kane after the wagon carrying her family is attacked,
Amelia is abandoned, and then rescued again, by her protector
when she reveals she is running from the law.
FIC Every wild heart
Donohue, Meg BL-3205
Gail Gideon became a national radio celebrity after she spilled vitriol on-air about her husband's request for a divorce. Now she's worried about falling in love, which could alienate her fan base, and about teenage daughter Nic.

FIC Dark promises
Feehan, Christine BL-3246
Gabrielle Sanders has had enough of battles, of wars, of seeing the man she's engaged to nearly lose his life when it isn't even his fight. All she wants is to be away from the Carpathian Mountains, far from vampires and the shadows cast by the crumbling monastery that hides so many terrible secrets. But she isn't the only one in search of answers in the corners of the unknown, Trixie Joanes has come to the Carpathian Mountains in search of her wayward granddaughter, fearing that she has been lured there by something unspeakable.

FIC The whole town's talking
Flagg, Fannie LP-4950
LARGE PRINT. The late citizens of a small Missouri community wake up underground after death and reconnect with loved ones over the course of 150 years before some of them begin to actually disappear, prompting a town-wide investigation.

FIC The runaway midwife
Harman, Patricia BL-3188
When Clara's life takes a nosedive as a midwife, she realizes she hasn't been tending to her own needs and does something drastic: she runs away and starts over again in a place where no one knows her or the mess she's left behind in West Virginia. Heading to Sea Gull Island, a tiny, remote Canadian island, Clara is ready for anything. Deciding to reinvent herself, Clara takes a new identity, Sara Livingston, a writer seeking solitude. She volunteers at the local medical clinic, using her midwifery skills, and forms a tentative relationship with a local police officer. But what will happen if she lets down her guard and reveals the real reason why she left her old life?

FIC Drowning tides
Harper, Karen BL-3095
When forensic psychologist Claire Britten started working with lawyer Nick Markwood on his South Shores project, she had no idea it would endanger her life and the life of her daughter.

FIC You'll think of me
Hatcher, Robin Lee BL-3201
After being left her estranged, late husband's family home, single mother Brooklyn Myers moves to the orchard and wine country of Southwest Idaho where she gets off to a bad start with her late husband's best friend and part-time sheriff's deputy.

FIC The Amish wanderer
Hilton, Laura V. BL-3142
Bethany Weiss is ready to leave town. Tongues haven't stopped clacking in Jamesport, MO, since her dad, the bishop, was admitted to a mental hospital after hurting their small Amish community. But her sharpest wounds Bethany hides from prying eyes, quietly biding her time until she can take a chance at a new life away from Jamesport and away from God.

FIC Upon a spring breeze
Irvin, Kelly BL-3239
After a devastating winter, a spring breeze promises more than new flowers. It promises a new chance at love. When a close-knit group of widows in her Amish community step in to help Bess find her way back to hope, she begins to wonder if Gott has a future for her after all. Will she ever believe that life can still hold joy and the possibility of love?

FIC The dressmaker's dowry
Jaeger, Meredith BL-3189
The story of two women: one an immigrant seamstress who disappears from San Francisco's gritty streets in 1876, and the other a young woman in present day who must delve into the secrets of her husband's wealthy family only to discover that she and the missing dressmaker might be connected in unexpected ways.

FIC Two suitors for Anna
Jebber, Molly BL-3003
When the man she is betrothed to leaves their tight-knit Amish community, Anna Plank, who loves her home and her job at the quilt shop, falls in love with newcomer Daniel Bontrager and must search her faith to guide her to make the right decision.

FIC The ebb tide
Lewis, Beverly BL-3259
Sallie Riehl comes to Cape May for the summer as a nanny, yet what the Amish young woman discovers about herself and the broader world during those unforgettable weeks challenges her plans for the future. Has she been too hasty with her promises, or will she only find what her heart is longing for back home in Paradise Township?

FIC The sisters of Sugarcreek
Liggett, Cathy BL-3139
Many lives were changed the day a fire burned down Faith Community Church, devastating the small town of Sugarcreek, Ohio. Three women cross paths and form an unlikely friendship in the aftermath of tragedy. As they walk together through triumph and heartbreak, they begin to discover that with friends, a stitch of hope can be found anywhere.
FIC Marrying Jonah
Lillard, Amy  BL-3217
When Jonah Miller's girlfriend leaves their Amish community for another man, he is inconsolable until Sarah Yoder, who has loved him for years, steps in to comfort him, which leads to confusion and an unexpected marriage proposal that is built on a lie.

FIC The chapel car bride
Miller, Judith  BL-3200
Joining her father during an on-the-rail missionary journey, idealistic musician Hope Irving resolves to serve the mining families of West Virginia only to capture the attentions of a poor young minor and an unscrupulous mine manager who may be using Hope's activities as cover-up for illegal activities.

FIC A book of American martyrs
Oates, Joyce Carol  LP-4991
LARGE PRINT. Traces the intricately linked lives of a grieving family and an ardent Evangelical patriarch who has assassinated a small-town abortion doctor in the name of God.

FIC Boomer's bucket list
Pethick, Sue  BL-3094
When her cuddly canine companion Boomer is diagnosed with a rare heart condition, Jennifer Westbrook, decides to take a leave of absence from her busy PR job, and take Boomer on the greatest road trip of his life.

FIC Amish country arson
Risner, Fay  LP-4969
LARGE PRINT. (Nurse Hal Among the Amish: Book 8) Fall was normally a routine season in Amish Country with harvest taking up much of the Plain farmers time. They put in long hours of hard work, shucking corn and making the last crop of hay. But one fall near Wickenburg, Iowa wasn't normal at all. When Jacob Stolfus's barn burnt down, he saw a rider on horseback leave his cornfield. After Sheriff Dawson investigated, he said the fire was arson. The news spread through the Amish Community, leaving Plain people stunned and in fear.

FIC As her name is so is Redbird
Risner, Fay  LP-4965
LARGE PRINT. (Nurse Hal Among the Amish: Book 4) If spring is a season of rebirth and love, Hallie Lapp's farm, at first glance, seems the place to be. What she didn't see coming after the birth of her daughter, Redbird, was an abandoned baby dropped off in her buggy as part of the Safe Haven law. She couldn't imagine a runaway girl, Annie Hosteller, showing up on her door step, either. Once Nurse Hal is forced to meet the scary men from the Hosteller compound, life isn't the same for the Amish community for months to come.

FIC Doubting Thomas
Risner, Fay  LP-4968
LARGE PRINT. (Nurse Hal Among the Amish: Book 7) Emma Lapp is marrying Adam Keim. Excitement prevails as Emma and her step-mother, Hallie, discuss details for the wedding. Soon Emma's excitement turns to dread. Nothing is going right. She planned on the former teacher to substitute teach for a month. She didn't plan on Ellen Miller being eight months pregnant with twins. Who else could Emma trust to teach her students? The Weber sisters are in a family upheaval over their cooking and garden methods.

FIC Emma's Gossamer dreams
Risner, Fay  LP-4966
LARGE PRINT. (Nurse Hal Among the Amish: Book 5) Dependable Emma Lapp dreams about the same fate that happens to all teenage Amish girls. Eventually, she will fall in love, marry and have a large family, but she's been offered the teacher's job for a term. That means working away from home and leaving Nurse Hal to take care of the household while she's still trying to perfect her cooking skills.

FIC Hal's worldly temptations
Risner, Fay  LP-4964
LARGE PRINT. (Nurse Hal Among the Amish: Book 3) Nurse Hal and John Lapp are getting married. You're invited to their wedding. The ceremony has a few surprises and married life is not smooth for Hal. She refuses to get rid of her car and cell phone. The bishop is not happy. One thing leads to another and Hal finds herself before a church meeting facing possible shunning or worse.

FIC A promise is a promise
Risner, Fay  LP-4962
LARGE PRINT. (Nurse Hal Among the Amish: Book 1) Home Health Nurse Hal Lindstrom is assigned Amish widower John Tapp. She offers to stay with his children while he is in the hospital. Hal discovers that the troubled children are hiding a tragic secret at their farm in southern Iowa.

FIC Second hand goods
Risner, Fay  LP-4970
LARGE PRINT. (Nurse Hal Among the Amish: Book 9) Early spring is once again turning the snow melted hills of southern Iowa into green, lush pastures filled with livestock and their capering newborns. Amish farmers are in the fields, tilling and planting corn. In the Amish community, usually it isn't mentioned outside of the family and close friends when new babies are expected. This particular spring all that changes in Nurse Hal's community. At least for the Lapp family. Hal's expecting a baby very soon and not feeling well with so much work to do for her family.

FIC The courting buggy
Risner, Fay  LP-4967
LARGE PRINT. (Nurse Hal Among the Amish: Book 6) Nurse Hal invites her parents to visit the Lapp farm near Wickenburg, Iowa to get acquainted with their two little granddaughters. She's in total turmoil when she hears she's going to get more company than she bargained for. Jim and Nora Lindstrom are bringing Nora's sister, Tootie, with them. Nurse Hal is sure her family is going to be shunned when scatterbrained Aunt Tootie does or says the wrong thing around their Amish friends.
The rainbow's end
Risner, Fay
LARGE PRINT. (Nurse Hal Among the Amish: Book 2)
This is a fascinating look at two differing cultures set in an intricate and richly detailed tapestry of a traditional Amish setting in southern Iowa. The Amish simple way of life based on faith, convictions and honesty is entwined in this love story between an English woman and an Amish man.

Grace and the preacher
Sawyer, Kim Vogel
After fleeing his cousins’ train heist, Theophil Garrison runs into a fatally ill minister and assumes his identity before continuing on to the holy man's new post in Fairland, Kansas, where he becomes enmeshed in the community and its people.

The Amish widower
Smith, Virginia
Taking up pottery as a creative outlet and distraction, newly widowed, Seth Hostetler becomes attracted to an English woman who helps sell Amish wares to tourists.

Swing time
Smith, Zadie
LARGE PRINT. Two dark-skinned dancers with very different talents share a complicated childhood friendship that ends abruptly in early adulthood in a story that transitions from northwest London to West Africa.

The mistress
Steel, Danielle
LARGE PRINT. Natasha Leonova's beauty saved her life. Discovered on a freezing Moscow street by a Russian billionaire, she has lived for seven years under his protection, immersed in rarefied luxury, while he pursues his activities in a dark world that she guesses at but never sees. Her home is the world, often on one of Vladimir Stanislas's spectacular yachts manned by scores of heavily armed crew members. Natasha's job is to keep Vladimir happy, ask no questions, and be discreet.

Cheaper to keep her 5
Swinson, Kiki
When she is betrayed by two FBI agents, Lynise Washington is plunged into a serial killer's twisted world, where she is forced to be a part of his most depraved fantasies while she pushes herself to the limit to survive long enough for the love of her life, Agent Sean Foster, to find her.

Landfall
Urbani, Ellen
Eighteen-year-olds Rose and Rosebud have never met but they share a birth year, a name, and a bloody pair of sneakers. Rose's quest to atone for the accident that kills Rosebud, a young woman so much like herself but for the color of her skin, unfolds alongside Rosebud's battle to survive the devastating flooding in the Lower Ninth Ward and to find help for her unstable mother.

The acid watcher diet
Aviv, Jonathan
A four-week eating plan for halting acid damage draws on the experience of a world-renowned expert on acid reflux to help patients recognize their symptoms and implement strategic dietary guidelines for neutralizing acid, stabilizing pH levels and relieving acid-related inflammation.

The Alzheimer's antidote
Berger, Amy
Presents a multi-pronged nutrition and lifestyle intervention to combat Alzheimer's disease at its roots by delivering alternate fuel sources to the patient's glucose-starved brain.

Chair yoga
McGee, Kristin
The host and star of MTV's Power Yoga presents an accessible guide to 100 yoga exercises that can be done in a chair in minutes a day, organizing entries by body region while explaining how even sedentary readers can benefit from the practice.

Boost your breast milk
Simpson, Alicia C.
In a breastfeeding guide filled with evidence-based advice, a lactation expert offers practical and clear guidance on nursing, how to recognize low milk supply and what to do if it happens, as well as healthy recipes that support milk production and will keep Mom healthy and well supplied with milk for baby.

Smart mom's guide to essential oils
Snyder, Mariza
Filled with practical, holistic solutions, a complete guide to essential oils covers the most fundamental applications, from creating nontoxic homemade cleaners to relieving common aches and pains, and includes recipes for everyday emergencies, moods, first aid, pet health and more.

Every body yoga
Stanley, Jessamyn
An internationally recognized, stereotype-shattering yogi welcomes people of all shapes and sizes to start practicing yoga with simple instructions for 50 basic yoga poses and 10 sequences and reinforces the idea that yoga is about how someone feels, not looks.
by her father as an illicit union, Evelyn is appalled. When an innocent friendship with a servant is misinterpreted, hiding her boredom and resentment behind good manners, so another kind. Evelyn has always done her duty as a daughter, respected magistrate, conducts his business, and affairs of save for the occasional trip to Edinburgh, where her father, a strayed from her family's estate in the Scottish Borderlands, believes her.\textbf{Witnesses her fiancé commit a horrific crime, and no one}

visions of a happy, profitable match come to a halt when she politically ambitious, and publicly devoted. But Isabelle's becoming engaged to Gregory Gallagher, who is charismatic, hinges upon her choice of husband. She delights her mother by front.

choir during World War II as they band together to survive the devastation of World War II. Set in the 1890s, a Scottish heiress unexpectedly encounters her childhood friend in North America, five years after he disappeared from her family's estate the night of a double murder. Nineteen-year-old Evelyn Ballantyre has rarely strayed from her family's estate in the Scottish Borderlands, save for the occasional trip to Edinburgh, where her father, a respected magistrate, conducts his business, and affairs of another kind. Evelyn has always done her duty as a daughter, hiding her boredom and resentment behind good manners, so when an innocent friendship with a servant is misinterpreted by her father as an illicit union, Evelyn is appalled.

\textbf{Every scrap left behind}

Nyberg, Amanda Jean BL-3104 Rescue your fabric scraps, even the smallest pieces, with 16 satisfying quilts and projects. Sew modern quilts for everyday use that will help you return to the roots of quilt-making, with projects designed to help you use up every last scrap. Learn sorting and storage tips to help you plan your next quilt, with projects categorized by type of scrap, squares, strings, triangles, or little snippets.

\textbf{The art of spray paint}

Zimmer, Lori BL-3101 An art-history guide to New York City that also provides off-the-beaten-path access to public art, exhibitions and artists' studios; showcases the grand and imaginative scale of spray paint art and design; details the process of each art form; and provides tricks of the trade from artists around the world.

HIF  House of silence
Barthel, Sarah BL-3093 Isabelle Larkin's future, like that of every young woman, hinges upon her choice of husband. She delights her mother by becoming engaged to Gregory Gallagher, who is charismatic, politically ambitious, and publicly devoted. But Isabelle's visions of a happy, profitable match come to a halt when she witnesses her fiancé commit a horrific crime, and no one believes her.

HIF  All the light we cannot see
Doerr, Anthony LP-4997 \textbf{LARGE PRINT}. The stunningly beautiful instant New York Times bestseller about a blind French girl and a German boy whose paths collide in occupied France as both try to survive the devastation of World War II.

HIF  The confessions of young Nero
George, Margaret LP-4994 \textbf{LARGE PRINT}. A tale inspired by the rise of the Emperor Nero follows the ascension of a youth to the head of Julius Caesar's imperial dynasty, where he navigates corruption and his mother's ruthless ambitions to pursue his ideals in the arts and athletics.

HIF  Beyond the wild river
Maine, Sarah BL-3242 Set in the 1890s, a Scottish heiress unexpectedly encounters her childhood friend in North America, five years after he disappeared from her family's estate the night of a double murder. Nineteen-year-old Evelyn Ballantyre has rarely strayed from her family's estate in the Scottish Borderlands, save for the occasional trip to Edinburgh, where her father, a respected magistrate, conducts his business, and affairs of another kind. Evelyn has always done her duty as a daughter, hiding her boredom and resentment behind good manners, so when an innocent friendship with a servant is misinterpreted by her father as an illicit union, Evelyn is appalled.

HIF  Treasured grace
Peterson, Tracie LP-4986 \textbf{LARGE PRINT}. On the grueling trail west, Grace Martindale loses her new husband and her last vestige of security. Upon arriving in Oregon Country, she uses her midwifery skills to help the other settlers, and, with the aid of fur trapper Alex Armistead, the Cayuse tribe. But peace between the groups is fragile, and tension soon leads to violence.

HIF  The chilbury ladies' choir
Ryan, Jennifer LP-4979 \textbf{LARGE PRINT}. Letters and journals reveal the struggles, affairs, deceptions and triumphs of five members of a village choir during World War II as they band together to survive the upheavals of war and village intrigue on the English home front.
JVE  Marion and the secret letter
Barkley, Callie  BL-3029
What happens when Marion loses her class pet hamster and a mysterious letter turns up in her locker in this sixteenth book of The Critter Club series?

JVE  Batman tangles with terror
Manning, Matthew K.  BL-3030
BATMAN is forced to face his fear of bats again when Man-Bat surfaces in Gotham. To defeat Man-Bat, Bruce Wayne must think back to how he overcame his fears when he was younger.

JVE  Superman battles the billionaire bully
Manning, Matthew K.  BL-3031
Billionaire Lex Luthor is back. He's breaking rules and threatening Clark Kent and his fellow Daily Planet workers. But after Clark thinks back to how he stood up to bullies when he was younger, he remembers there are other ways to stand up to bullies.

JVE  Dolphin rescue
Nichols, Catherine  BL-3028
Siblings Maddie and Atticus love living by the sea. Their dad traps lobsters off the coast of Maine. They love helping with the family business and volunteering at the local aquarium. The summer is shaping up to be a super one, for sure. Then one day they spy a pod of dolphins in the cove looking distressed. How will the kids use their knowledge of animals and their awesome problem-solving skills to help the dolphin family get safely back to sea?

JVE  The book with no pictures
Novak, B. J.  BL-3027
Cleverly irreverent and irresistibly silly, this innovative and wildly funny read-along by Emmy-winning writer and actor Novak (NBC's "The Office") is one that kids will beg to hear again and again.

JVE  Elena of Avalor
Olivas, Silvia  BL-3035
Elena and Naomi organize a dig for lost treasure, and uncover a few unexpected surprises along the way! Will their big adventure end in ruin, or can they dig themselves out of trouble and save the day?

JVE  A midsummer night's dreamy
Redbank, Tennant  BL-3034
When Dreamy the kitten gets involved in a production of Whisker Haven's spring play, she discovers that drama can be exhausting!

JVE  Belle's discovery
Roehl, Tessa  BL-3032
Before Belle went to the enchanted castle and met the beast, she was a young girl, and this is her story.

JVE  Cinderella takes the stage
Roehl, Tessa  BL-3033
Before Cinderella met her fairy godmother or dropped her glass slipper, she was a young girl, and this is her story.

JVE  Avatar
Yang, Gene Luen  BL-3255
An official continuation of the spin-off story arc finds Gilak leading a rebellion against a council effort to solidify Malina and Hakoda's unification plans, a situation that is further complicated by Katara's efforts to overcome her trust issues to save the home she loves.

JVI  Bad luck
Bosch, Pseudonymous  BL-3038
Some people have all the luck. Unfortunately, Clay isn't one of them: He's the only camper at Earth Ranch without a magical talent.

JVI  Bad magic
Bosch, Pseudonymous  BL-3037
Magic is bad. As in fake. Cheesy. Unreal. At least, that's what Clay, who has seen one magic show too many, thinks. When words from his journal appear mysteriously on his school wall as graffiti, he never imagines that magic might be to blame.

JVI  Like a bird
Grady, Cynthia  BL-3091
Drawing on biblical imagery, slave songs both expressed the sorrow of life in bondage and offered a rallying cry for the spirit. Coretta Scott King Award-winning illustrator Michele Wood conveys the rich meaning behind these historic songs.

JVI  Dragons vs. drones
King, Wesley  BL-3039
A young computer genius is chased by sleek, high-tech drones into a land populated by Godzilla-size dragons, setting off a war that only he can stop.

JVI  Dog diaries
Klimo, Kate  BL-3036
A dachshund loses his hind leg in an accident and finds his life's calling as a therapy dog.

JVI  Listen to the moon
Morpurgo, Michael  BL-3042
May, 1915. Alfie and his fisherman father find a girl on an uninhabited island in the Scillies, injured, thirsty, lost, and with absolutely no memory of who she is, or how she came to be there. She can say only one word: Lucy. Is she a mermaid, the victim of a German U-boat, or even, as some islanders suggest, a German spy? Only one thing is for sure: she loves music and moonlight, and it is when she listens to the gramophone that the glimmers of the girl she once was begin to appear.
JVI  Eliza's freedom road
Nolen, Jerdine  BL-3040
A poignant novel about 12-year-old Eliza, a slave who tells of her journey to freedom. Includes historic back matter.

JVI  Percy Jackson's Greet heroes
Riordan, Rick  BL-3043
Who cut off Medusa's head? Who was raised by a she-bear? Who tamed Pegasus? It takes a demigod to know, and Percy Jackson can fill you in on all the daring deeds of Perseus, Atlanta, Bellerophon, and the rest of the major Greek heroes.

JVI  The girl in the well is me
Rivers, Karen  BL-3041
Kammie Summers has fallen into a well during a (fake) initiation into a popular club; now trapped in the dark, waiting to be rescued, Kammie thinks about the best and worst moments of her life so far in this unforgettable story about a bullied girl.

JVP  The Berenstain Bears
Berenstain, Mike  BL-3025
The Berenstain Bears win big for their family in this exciting addition to the classic New York Times bestselling series. From passing the ball to scoring goals, there's enough excitement on the soccer field to fill a sunny afternoon, but when Mama starts getting too involved, it's up to the cubs to remind her what playing soccer is really all about!

JVP  The itsy bitsy duckling
Burton, Jeffrey  BL-3023
A fun and playful springtime twist on the popular nursery rhyme The Itsy Bitsy Spider! The itsy bitsy duckling is ready for springtime as the other animals wake up from their long winter naps.

JVP  The lion guard
Jordan, Apple  BL-3026
Children ages 2 to 5 will enjoy reading this adventurous story about Kion and the rest of the amazing Lion Guard as they rescue a baby baboon from some hungry vultures!

JVP  Beauty and the beast
Lagonegro, Melissa  BL-3024
Join Belle, the Beast, and their friends in the classic Disney Princess film Beauty and the Beast.

JVP  Being nice to others
Larsen, Carolyn  BL-3022
This series of books helps young children learn how to deal with emotions and behaviors that are part of growing up. Parents and children identify rude behaviors and learn how to treat others the way they would like to be treated.

JVP  Keeping your cool
Larsen, Carolyn  BL-3019
This series of books helps young children learn how to deal with emotions and behaviors that are part of growing up. Parents and children are encouraged to recognize the feeling of anger and find constructive ways to deal with it.

JVP  Playing fair
Larsen, Carolyn  BL-3020
This series of books helps young children learn how to deal with emotions and behaviors that are part of growing up. Parents and children discover why playing fair is better and more satisfying than cheating.

JVP  Telling the truth
Larsen, Carolyn  BL-3021
This series of books helps young children learn how to deal with emotions and behaviors that are part of growing up. Parents and children are encouraged to address lying and discover the value of telling the truth.

JUVY  A study in Charlotte
Cavallaro, Brittany  BL-3050
The first book in a witty, suspenseful new trilogy about a brilliant new crime-solving duo: the teen descendants of Sherlock Holmes and John Watson. This clever page-turner will appeal to fans of Maureen Johnson and Ally Carter.

JUVY  P.S. I still love you
Han, Jenny  BL-3047
Lara Jean didn't expect to really fall for Peter. She and Peter were just pretending. Except suddenly they weren't. Now Lara Jean is more confused than ever. When another boy from her past returns to her life, Lara Jean's feelings for him return too. Can a girl be in love with two boys at once?

JUVY  The great hunt
Higgins, Wendy  BL-3045
When a savage beast attacks in Eurona, the king proclaims that whoever kills the creature will win the hand of his daughter, Princess Aerity. Things get complicated when Aerity grows fond of hunter Paxton Seabolt.

JUVY  The smell of other people's houses
Hitchcock, Bonnie-Sue  BL-3049
Growing up in Alaska in the 1970s isn't like growing up anywhere else: Don't think life is going to be easy. Know your place. And never talk about yourself. Four vivid voices tell intertwining stories of hardship, tragedy, wild luck, and salvation.

JUVY  One moment
McBride, Kristina  BL-3046
This was supposed to be the best summer of Maggie's life. Now it's the one she'd do anything to forget.

JUVY  Queen of hearts
Oakes, Colleen  BL-3048
As Princess of Wonderland Palace and the future Queen of Hearts, Dinah's days are an endless monotony of tea, tarts, and a stream of vicious humiliations at the hands of her father, the King of Hearts.
In a world where everyone knows the day they will die, a teenage boy is determined to outlive his upcoming expiration date.

Gen flaunts his ingenuity as a thief and relishes the adventure which takes him to a remote temple of the gods where he'll attempt to steal a precious stone.

Your healthiest you! At 40, 50, 60+; 326 ways to stay well; No-shame guide to incontinence; Cool summer fruit dishes; 5 weight loss myths.

The last giraffe: will the beloved giant disappear before scientists even begin to understand it?; Decoding the fate of the Vikings; Uncovering the Holocaust’s great escape; On the road to revolution with Vladimir Lenin.

How the Liberty Bell won the great war; A modern odyssey: they were best friends in Iraq when they embarked on their perilous journey, but after reaching Berlin 23 days later, their lives would go in different directions; Go with the flow: on Hawaii’s Big Island, streams of lava have created a bright green patchwork of forested islands bursting with new life-forms.

New York on the edge: the city’s long-neglected waterfront is now America’s most exciting new playground; The living dead: Europe’s bog bodies; Mustangs of the American West; Dreams of Argentina; Japan’s magic mountain.

Building the future: we explore the cutting edge work being done today, in space travel, robotics, aging and more; Are we being seduced by robots? A visit to the world capital of intelligent machines; Living and working in outer space; Silicon Valley’s quest for immortality; The extreme architecture of Bjarke Ingles; The past is prologue: a brief history of the future.

Building the future: we explore the cutting edge work being done today, in space travel, robotics, aging and more; Are we being seduced by robots? A visit to the world capital of intelligent machines; Living and working in outer space; Silicon Valley’s quest for immortality; The extreme architecture of Bjarke Ingles; The past is prologue: a brief history of the future.

Better Homes and Gardens March 2017
Better Homes and Gardens
Get growing: 119 reasons to get into your garden; How to extend the tulip season; Savory seasonal tarts; Small gardens, big harvest; In the garden with Joanna Gaines.

Brighten up! 81 ways to add easy livable color, our 2017 palette of the year; Spring entertaining & small-space gardening; Asparagus: you’ll fall for this spear all over again after trying our six recipes.

The flavor guide: something for every taste; Easy ice cream recipes you can’t resist; Celebrate mom! Brunch ideas and pretty handsome gifts; Easy herbs: growing these fuss-free herbs means it’s easy to add fresh-from-the-garden flavor to meals.

Take it outside: 68 easy ideas for summer fun; Perk up your patio; Outdoor entertaining; Fresh fruit desserts.

Revive and refresh: DIY projects to update your home; Clever tricks transform a neglected porch; Celebrate the fourth: new ways with peaches, cool summer drinks.

The 50 best clean foods; “I walked off 30 pounds!”; Sleep better tonight!; Reverse diabetes: the 4-step plan; Natural cures: muscle cramps, upset stomach, iron deficiency.

Detox your life: get slimmer! Feel better! Look younger!; 12 easy power foods; Simple natural cures; The secret cause of chronic pain; Aging myths debunked.
Ready for spring! Easy front-yard makeover; Steal ideas from this family friendly cabin; Crave-worthy salads; Wildflowers in bloom; 10 steps to a smarter home remodel.

Summer food quests: recipes, tips & culinary adventures from the West’s best chefs; Gardener’s guide to growing herbs; Backyard flower party; Columbia River cruise; Arizona desert dining; The white wines to drink now.

Crater Lake National Park Oregon (Cover Picture); The West’s best summer escapes from coastal road trips to lakeside drives; Ultimate grill shopping guide; Dreamy farmhouse makeover; The year’s top camping trailers; All-star edible backyard; Plus outdoor cooking with global flavors.

“A is us” star Chrissy Metz, “I’m proud of who I am”: after years of struggling with diets and depression, TV’s hottest new star opens up about how she found confidence, and happiness; Twins for Beyoncé!; Harry & Meghan’s life at the palace!; Today Show drama: why Tamron Hall walked away; Exclusive: Christie Brinkley & her girls: growing up with our palace!; Today Show drama: why Tamron Hall walked away; Exclusive: Ricki Lake: my husband’s tragic suicide; Amazing celebrity love stories.

HMR ™ The mother earth news June/July 2017
Mother Earth News Magazine BL-3087
Off-grid solar: build your own system; Permaculture basics: 9 best practices; Natural insect repellents: don’t get bugged out; Easy DIY air cooler; How to graft fruit trees; Furniture from salvaged wood; 10 simple summer pickle recipes; How to cook with an outdoor oven.

HMR ™ Sunset Magazine March 2017
Sunset Magazine BL-3053
Find your perfect island; Shhh! Our secret B&B on Kauai; Get the cabin look; Lessons from a coastal garden; Pup-friendly road trip; Filipino-style barbecue chicken.

HMR ™ Sunset Magazine April 2017
Sunset Magazine BL-3064
Ready for spring! Easy front-yard makeover; Steal ideas from this family friendly cabin; Crave-worthy salads; Wildflowers in bloom; 10 steps to a smarter home remodel.

HMR ™ Sunset Magazine May 2017
Sunset Magazine BL-3075
2017 camping guide; Gourmet camp cooking; Victorian home makeover; The best grilled kebabs ever; Affordable picnic.

HMR ™ Sunset Magazine June 2017
Sunset Magazine BL-3090
Summer food quests: recipes, tips & culinary adventures from the West’s best chefs; Gardener’s guide to growing herbs; Backyard flower party; Columbia River cruise; Arizona desert dining; The white wines to drink now.

HMR ™ Sunset Magazine July 2017
Sunset Magazine BL-3269
Crater Lake National Park Oregon (Cover Picture); The West’s best summer escapes from coastal road trips to lakeside drives; Ultimate grill shopping guide; Dreamy farmhouse makeover; The year’s top camping trailers; All-star edible backyard; Plus outdoor cooking with global flavors.

(Lifestyle)

LIF ™ People Magazine February 20, 2017
People Magazine BL-3052
“This is us” star Chrissy Metz, “I’m proud of who I am”: after years of struggling with diets and depression, TV’s hottest new star opens up about how she found confidence, and happiness; Twins for Beyoncé!; Harry & Meghan’s life at the palace!; Today Show drama: why Tamron Hall walked away; Exclusive: Christie Brinkley & her girls: growing up with our supermodel mom.

LIF ™ People Magazine February 27 2017
People Magazine BL-3058
Duggar exclusive: 2 kids & counting! Jessa & Ben Seewald (and son Spurgeon) welcome 8 lb. 11 oz. Henry Wilberforce; Jamie Lynn Spears’ daughter: her ‘miracle’ recovery; World’s greatest dads!; Twins for George & Amal! All the details; Exclusive People interview: meet the new Bachelorette; Jimmy Kimmel: Oscar host with the most.

LIF ™ People Magazine March 6 2017
People Magazine BL-3060
Only in People: Flip or Flop’s Christina El Moussa: the truth about my divorce. The terrifying day she decided to leave Tarek, the couple’s cancer and infertility struggles, dating other people while still working together; Angelina & the kids: their emotional trip to Cambodia; Exclusive Interview: David Cassidy: my battle with Dementia.

LIF ™ People Magazine March 13 2017
People Magazine BL-3062
Oscar winner: Viola Davis – from poverty to stardom. The star, who grew up so poor she often went hungry, opens up about her amazing journey to success, and happiness, plus the wildest Oscars ever! At home with George & Laura Bush; Bill Paxton: 1955-2017, a shocking loss; Exclusive: Ricki Lake: my husband’s tragic suicide; Amazing celebrity love stories.

LIF ™ People Magazine March 20 2017
People Magazine BL-3065
Exclusive! Today’s Hoda Kotb, my dream baby! Cancer left her unable to have a child, now, at 52, Hoda opens up about adopting her daughter: ‘I waited so long for her’; Gabourey Sidibe: why I had weight-loss surgery; Ben & Jen: divorce on hold!; Flip or Flop split: ‘I was so miserable’ Tarek El Moussa exclusive new details.

LIF ™ People Magazine March 27 2017
People Magazine BL-3067
Prince’s ex-wife tells all: passion, pills & the agony of losing their child. Exclusive excerpt from Mayte Garcia’s shocking new memoir; Bachelor exclusive Nick on Vanessa: ‘I’ve finally found love’; J.Lo & A-Rod! Inside their hot romance: exclusive new details.

LIF ™ People Magazine April 3 2017
People Magazine BL-3072
What happened to Richard Simmons? The real story: the beloved fitness guru hasn’t been seen in nearly 3 years. Exclusive details about why he vanished and what’s really going on in his Hollywood home; Scary mommy blogger: ‘my husband is gay’; Brad’s life now: how he and Angelina finally made peace; Exclusive: Savannah Guthrie’s baby boy!; Will & Kate’s weekend in Paris.

LIF ™ People Magazine April 10 2017
People Magazine BL-3074
HGTV’s Property Brothers: the twins tell all! Home-improvement superstars Drew & Jonathan Scott open up about their childhood, finding their true loves, and why they’re still living together!; Christina El Moussa’s revenge body, and dating after divorce!; The next princess? Meghan Markle’s untold story; True crime: kidnapped by her teacher? The search for a 15-year-old.
LIF People Magazine April 17 2017
People Magazine BL-3076
Barry Manilow: his secret marriage & private world. My untold story: for the first time the pop legend opens up about being gay, struggling with fame, finding love, and surviving showbiz for 50 years; Killed by her twin sister?; J.Lo & A-Rod: it’s serious! Inside their life together; Exclusive: Mama June: I lost 300 lbs.!

LIF People Magazine April 24 2017
People Magazine BL-3078
Never before seen photos: the secret life of Heath Ledger. Emotional new details: 9 years after his death, friends & family speak for the first time about the star’s brief life, true loves and troubled final days; Baby no. 5! Tori Spelling on her kids & saving her marriage; Oprah: ‘I was terrified of not being enough’; True crime: the cheerleader & the hit man: why a teen had her father killed.

LIF People Magazine May 1 2017
People Magazine BL-3082
World’s most beautiful woman 2017: Julia Roberts! How she stays forever young, her happy marriage, life with 3 kids and best beauty tips! Special edition: 52 pages of beauties: stars without makeup, gorgeous families and more; Ben & Jen: it’s really over; Caitlyn Jenner reveals all her secrets: exclusive book excerpt.

LIF People Magazine May 8 2017
People Magazine BL-3084
Life after Bachelorette: they got their happily ever after! 6 former Bachelorettes open up about finding love, and raising new babies; Jackie’s personal assistant tells all; A dark obsession: the teacher & the teen; The tragic life of a Happy Days star: Erin Moran 1960-2017.

LIF People Magazine May 15 2017
People Magazine BL-3085
Birthday photo album: Charlotte turns 2! Little Princess! ‘She’s the one in charge,’ says mom Princess Kate. All about Charlotte’s bond with Prince George and her sweet country childhood, and how Kate is changing the royal parenting rules; Whitney Houston’s secret: the woman she loved; 13 Reasons Why: what every parent needs to know; Exclusive interview with Kelly & Ryan: why he’s the one!

LIF People Magazine May 22 2017
People Magazine BL-3089
At home with Goldie! Family, fame & making love last. Goldie Hawn, 71, opens up about motherhood, her 34-year romance with Kurt Russell, 66, & her hilarious return to the screen in Snatched; Jim Gaffigan: my wife’s brain tumor battle; I had to kill my father killed.

LIF People Magazine May 29 2017
People Magazine BL-3264
The Obamas: their lives now. How Michelle and Barack are enjoying downtime with each other and their girls, and planning their surprising next moves; We lost 100 lbs! 6 women share their secrets; People perks: save $250 on products to make you look and feel great; Priyanka Chopra: from Bollywood to Baywatch!

LIF People Magazine June 5 2017
People Magazine BL-3265
All the photos: a royal family wedding! Exclusive details from Pippa’s big day; Bachelorette Rachel ‘I found my forever love’; A rock star’s mysterious suicide: Chris Cornell 1964-2017; Scott Hamilton: ‘It’s a miracle I’m here’, the gold medalist talks about beating cancer, his battle with brain tumors and how faith and family keep him strong.

LIF People Magazine June 12 2017
People Magazine BL-3268
Jennifer Garner: life after heartbreak. Since ending her troubled marriage to ‘love of her life’ Ben Affleck, she’s moving on, finding happiness and starting over at 45; Exclusive: Little People, Big World’s Zach & Tori: meet our new baby boy!; 1947-2017 Gregg Allman: his life & loves; Special report: Manchester – stories of the young lives lost; Emmy Rossum’s romantic wedding!

LIF People Magazine June 19 2017
People Magazine BL-3272
Olivia Newton-John’s cancer returns: how she’s staying strong. 25 years after facing breast cancer, Olivia, 68, learns it has spread; Mary Kay Letourneau: her shocking 21-year romance ends; Ben & Lauren: Bachelor breakup; Exclusive: growing up with a drug addict dad: Lamar Odom’s daughter speaks.

(Nature, Science, History)
NAT National Geographic March 2017
National Geographic BL-3056
Vikings: Vikings poster; Astounding trees; The deepest cave?; A sea’s fading bounty: politics and exploitation put a great fishery at risk; Dark star: into the deep—an expedition plumbs the depths of the underground.

NAT National Geographic April 2017
National Geographic BL-3069
Climate facts: the scientific facts about threats to the planet and how to mitigate them; Alaska artifacts: Alaska natives hope to rescue ancestral artifacts before the sea takes them; Surviving Isis; The next human: are humans still evolving? Yes, under the influence of culture and technology.

NAT National Geographic May 2017
National Geographic BL-3080
What is genius? Who is a genius? Science explores why some exceptional minds soar above mere brilliance; United in protest; for indigenous people, rebelling against a pipeline is also uniting nations; Whose Moors are they? Scotland has lost more than 25% of its heather moorland since World War II; The burning heart of Africa: is failure the fate of the Central African Republic?

NAT National Geographic June 2017
National Geographic BL-3260
Why we lie: the science behind our complicated relationship with the truth; Galapagos: changing with the times, life in the balance-climate change threatens animals of the Galapagos; The perils of pale: in Tanzania people with albinism are attacked for their body parts; Discovering a new dino species: a Canadian mine yields one of the world’s best preserved dinosaurs.
MOT  Chicken soup for the soul  angels and miracles
Newmark, Amy  BL-3097
Miracles, answered prayers, cases of divine intervention, they happen every day, strengthening our faith, giving us hope, and proving that good things do happen to good people! Miracles are all around us, we just have to look to see them.
MYS Fatality by firelight
Cahoon, Lynn BL-3111
Hosting a winter writing retreat at her Colorado bed-and-breakfast, Cat Latimer finds herself adrift in a real murder mystery when a groom-to-be is murdered after having some fun with a tipsy romance novelist.

MYS Egg drop dead
Childs, Laura LP-4972
LARGE PRINT. Suzanne stumbles on the murdered body of a local dairy farmer before Petra, Toni and she are targeted by a frenzied killer.

MYS Dead and berried
Cochran, Peg BL-3251
When the local beekeeper's assistant, the venomous Lori Wenk, is murdered, Rick Taylor is accused of the crime and cranberry farm owner Monica Albertson must clear her friend's name before someone else gets stung by a killer.

MYS What you break
Coleman, Reed Farrel LP-4982
LARGE PRINT. Investigating the brutal murder of a wealthy businessman's granddaughter, Gus Murphy navigates a minefield of hostile police, street gangs and a Russian mercenary with ties to heinous crimes committed decades earlier in Vietnam and Russia.

MYS Mission impawsible
Davis, Krista BL-3114
While preparing the Sugar Maple Inn for a matchmaking festival for pet owners, Holly and her grandmother, Oma, must find the killer who is targeting their guests, while Oma is determined to find a man for Holly.

MYS When the grits hit the fan
Day, Maddie BL-3160
After hosting a dinner for Indiana University's Sociology Department at her restaurant, Pans 'N Pancakes, Robbie Jordan must flip over the clues to prove that her friend, graduate student Lou, did not kill Professor Charles Stilton, a man who seemed to thrive on heated exchanges with his students and peers before they all get burned.

MYS Clownfish blues
Dorsey, Tim LP-4959
LARGE PRINT. Hitting the byways of the Sunshine State to shoot their own episodes of a favorite classic television show, proud Floridian Serge A. Storms and his perpetually toked sidekick, Coleman, find themselves confronting a large scale underworld operation to rig the state lottery.

MYS Turbo twenty-three
Evanovich, Janet LP-4954
LARGE PRINT. Larry Virgil skipped out on his latest court date after he was arrested for hijacking an eighteen-wheeler full of premium bourbon. Fortunately for bounty hunter Stephanie Plum, Larry is just stupid enough to attempt almost the exact same crime again. Only this time he flees the scene, leaving behind a freezer truck loaded with Bogart ice cream and a dead body, frozen solid and covered in chocolate and chopped pecans.

MYS War and peach
Furlong, Susan BL-3117
When one of the mayoral candidates, local farmer Clem Rogers, is murdered, all eyes turn to his rival, small-business owner Margie Price, and it is up to Nola Mae Harper to find the truth before the killer casts another fatal vote.

MYS X
Grafton, Sue LP-4998
LARGE PRINT. Features a remorseless serial killer who leaves no trace of his crimes. Once again breaking the rules and establishing new paths, Grafton wastes little time identifying this sociopath. The test is whether Kinsey Millhone can prove her case against him before she becomes his next victim.

MYS Occult and battery
Gregory, Lena BL-3214
To attract more customers to her psychic shop, Cass Donovan decides to host a murder-mystery weekend, complete with a séance, in a supposedly haunted mansion that becomes all-too real when one of the guests is found dead and a blizzard traps everyone inside with a murderer.

MYS A good day to buy
Harris, Sherry BL-3243
When her estranged brother, who was undercover investigating a story, disappears after the discovery of a murdered Vietnam vet, her client Mr. Spencer, Sarah Winston discovers that all sales are final as she tries to figure out who killed Mr. Spencer so that she can find her brother, all while keeping this from her ex, the chief of police.

MYS Town in a maple madness
Haywood, B. B. BL-3216
During Cape Willington, Maine's Maple Madness weekend, one of blueberry farmer Candy Holliday's friends is accused of stealing sap from a rival's maple trees and landscaper Mike Rilke is found dead, forcing Candy to tap into his life to catch a killer.

MYS Clawback
Jance, Judith A. BL-3192
Ali Reynolds faces solving the murder of a man whose Ponzi scheme bankrupted hundreds of people, and left them seeking justice, or revenge. When Ali's parents lose their life savings to a Ponzi scheme, her father goes to confront his long-time friend and financial advisor, only to stumble into the scene of a bloody double homicide. With her father suddenly a prime suspect, Ali and her husband work to clear her father's name, while at the same time seeking justice for her parents as well as the scheme's other suddenly impoverished victims, one of whom is a stone cold killer.
MYS  A ghostly mortality
Kappes, Tonya   BL-3112
The proprietor of a small-town Kentucky funeral home, Emma Lee, who gets justice for murdered ghosts so that they can cross over, must help her sister Charlotte Rae find her killer but must make peace with her first.

MYS  Bone box
Kellerman, Faye   LP-4993
LARGE PRINT. When Rina Lazarus makes a shocking discovery in the woods near her upstate New York, community, her husband, police detective Peter Decker, becomes embroiled in a series of gruesome, decades-old unsolved murders.

MYS  Death, taxes, and sweet potato fries
Kelly, Diane   BL-3110
When the IRS is tasked with helping border patrol, Special Agent Tara Holloway finds herself investigating her old flame, while she prepares for her upcoming wedding, develops an addiction to sweet potato fries and goes up against someone who is making false tax reports and using the IRS as a pawn in a cunning game of revenge.

MYS  Cold pressed murder
Lane, Kelly   BL-3155
When her sister, Daphne, is accused of murdering one of the celebrity chefs from the Chow Network during the annual Farm Family Fair, Eva Knox and her eccentric friends and relatives must serve up the killer before Daphne's goose is cooked.

MYS  Silence of the jams
Leeson, Gayle   BL-3215
While making pies and cakes for Winter Garden, Virginia's Independence Day celebration, Amy Flowers goes up against Chamber of Commerce director George Lincoln, who wants to buy her cafe and tear it down, but when he is poisoned to death, she must find a way to prove that it wasn't her food that killed him.

MYS  Gone with the twins
Logan, Kylie   BL-3156
While the League of Literary Ladies enjoys Gone with the Wind, they find themselves embroiled in a murder investigation when they must prove that one of their members, the owner of a B and B, did not kill a local real estate agent who was looking to bring in the competition.

MYS  Bel of the brawl
McConnon, Maggie   BL-3154
After a scandalous mistake ends her career as a NYC chef, Belfast McGrath works as a caterer at her parents' wedding hall back in her hometown, where a cold case involving best friend Amy Mitchell is re-opened, prompting her to launch her own investigation with the help of her new client, a private detective.

MYS  Dancing on a serpent
McCourt, Prinnie   BL-3235
It's 1966 on Clark Air Base (CAB) in the Philippine Islands, where the Vietnam war rages less than an hour away. Teachers usually die of old age, but on CAB death is accelerated by forces the Department of Defense never factored in when, every August, they delivered thousands of young civilian women to teach on American military bases.

MYS  Dancing with death
McCourt, Prinnie   BL-3236
When Leah Commiss, travel junkie and Department of Defense teacher, boards the Orient Express from Istanbul in 1968, she begins a journey through the Iron Curtain and into the realms of murder, theft, and plague. A flirtatious stranger disappears, another is a possible suicide, a desperately sick woman is spirited off the train, and even Leah's nemesis is thwarted time after time by the Bulgarian government. Quarantined aboard the train with a possible multiple-murderer, Leah is trapped in what will explode into an international disaster.

MYS  Caramel crush
McKinlay, Jenn   BL-3212
When her friend, Diane, asks her to deliver a batch of breakup cupcakes to her soon-to-be ex-fiancé, Mel finds the recipient dead and must whip up a batch of clues to clear Diane's name and make sure that the real killer gets his or her just desserts.

MYS  Murder go round
Perry, Carol J.   BL-3001
When a silver samovar at a local repair shop awakens her psychic abilities and conjures visions of murder, Lee Barrett is faced with the murder of a man who was trying to steal her newly purchased wooden carousel horse and, guided by her wise tabby cat, must discover the story behind the horse to catch a killer.

MYS  A frying shame
Reilly, Linda   BL-3213
When the competition in a sweet and savory cooking contest is found dead, Talia Marby must find out who will stop at nothing, not even murder, to win the $25,000 in prize money.

MYS  Bookman dead style
Shelton, Paige   BL-3108
Star City Film Festival comes to town, Clare Henry is star-struck when cinema's hottest superhero, Matt Bane, comes into her store, but when he is accused of killing his sister, Clare, must prove that he is not suited for the role of murderer.

MYS  A wee homicide in the hotel
Stewart, Fran   BL-3118
When Big Willie, the returning champion of the Scottish-themed games, is murdered during the Highland Festival, Peggy Winn, the owner of the ScotShop, decides to solve the crime with the help of her 14th-century ghostly companion, Dirk.
MYS  Blown away
Tate, Clover  BL-3107
While starting her own kite business on the Oregon coast, Emmy Adler finds the grand opening of her shop marred by the murder of a local chef, and her best friend's ex-boyfriend, and must find the real killer before her shop and her best friend's freedom come crashing down.

MYS  Racing the devil
Todd, Charles  LP-4995
LARGE PRINT. A year after a band of World War I veterans agrees to hide the details of a reckless driving incident, a fatal crash is investigated by Scotland Yard's Ian Rutledge, who combs through dangerous secrets to identify a killer.

MYS  Tightening the threads
Wait, Lea  BL-3159
When her long-lost half-brother, Ted Lawrence, a wealthy old artist and gallery owner in town, is poisoned to death after he announces plans to leave her his museum-worthy heirloom paintings, antique dealer Sarah Byrne is accused of the crime and must unravel the clues to find the real killer.

MYS  Snowed in with murder
Wallace, Auralee  BL-3116
Determined to save her relationship with local sheriff Grady Forrester, Erica Bloom returns home to Otter Lake where she hopes to make this visit sleuthing-free, but fate has other ideas when a murder occurs as her mother's last ditch effort to reunite the feuding Boatright family.

MYS  No darker place
Webb, Debra  BL-3115
Searching for the serial killer who murdered her husband and child, Detective Bobbie Gentry, fueled by rage and revenge, becomes more and more reckless in her attempts to lure the Storyteller out of hiding, until she meets, and falls under the protection, of Nick Shade, who is on the same mission.

MYS  Roux the day
Wiken, Linda  BL-3157
When TV personality Miranda Myers is found dead during a cruise ship casino night, event planner J.J. Tanner is faced with a boatload of suspects, including herself, and turns to her fellow dinner club members to help find clues that could keep her out of hot water.

MYS  In this grave hour
Winspear, Jacqueline  LP-4988
LARGE PRINT. Maisie Dobbs is plunged into a treacherous personal battle when she stumbles on the deaths of refugees who may not be who they seem against a backdrop of the outbreak of World War II in England.

Psychology/Self Help
PDY  Quiet
Cain, Susan  BL-3150
In Quiet, Susan Cain argues that we dramatically undervalue introverts and shows how much we lose in doing so. She charts the rise of the Extrovert Ideal throughout the twentieth century and explores how deeply it has come to permeate our culture. She also introduces us to successful introverts, from a witty, high-octane public speaker who recharges in solitude after his talks, to a record-breaking salesman who quietly taps into the power of questions.

PDY  Rest in peace
Walts, Charles  BL-3138
Life comes with an expiration date and sooner or later we are all going to pass away, often without warning or time to prepare. To help prepare for the end of life, this book is a pre-death planning guide; whether it be for your own demise or the death of someone whose end-of-life affairs you may need to attend to. It contains guidance and tools for those who want (or need) to put their affairs in order before they die and for those who will need essential information in order to effectively deal with the consequences of a death in the family.

Poetry
POE  Going to the dogs and other destinations
McCourt, Prinnie  BL-3237
Written by a New Mexican author, this book contains unsung songs of alien lands and life forms here on Earth. Like the irritant that causes the oyster to form a pearl, life's inconsistencies and ironies created these songs.

Romance
ROM  Stormchaser
Adair, Cherry  BL-3175
When he hires Marine Archaeologist Dr. Calista West, who, unbeknownst to him has her own agenda, to help him prove that the buried ruins he has found in the Mediterranean belong to Atlantis, Jonah Cutter is plunged into a world of danger, betrayal and intrigue as he and Calista get closer to the truth.

ROM  Somebody like you
Alward, Donna  BL-3128
When the Darling, Vermont town council wants Aiden Gallagher and Laurel to recreate their kiss from 20 years earlier on the town's famed Kissing Bridge, the couple, who haven't spoken since high school, wonders if this will lead to a second chance at love for two hearts in desperate need of healing.
When a fling between free-spirited Willow and Ethan Gallagher, a firefighter and single dad struggling to raise his kids, results in a surprise pregnancy, their relationship takes a turn neither of them expect, proving that sometimes you don't know what you want until you risk losing it all.

Starting a new life with a new identity, Zoe finds her resolve to never risk her heart again weakened by Joe Kelly, a KGI agent who puts his life on the line to save her when the secrets of her past resurface.

Forced to find another husband, Lady Joan Armstrong Fraser, who was married to a brutal man, sets her sights on Sir Malcolm McKenna, a man from her past, whom she agrees to protect against a false accusation if he agrees to help her start a new life with her child.

Returning home to serve as a chef at the resort his brothers have built in honor of their late sister, Liam Monroe moves in above curvaceous Macy Hayward's hardware store and decides to teach her to cook before she poisons someone until their sessions in the kitchen become too hot to handle.

Searching for a biddable bride who can produce an heir and then live separate lives as generations before him, wealthy and arrogant Gabriel Penhallow sets his sights on Livia Stuart who, after provoking him into a kiss, challenges him at every turn and refuses to become his wife.

When he gets stranded in a tiny cabin during a major blizzard with Josie Dawson, who is new in town, Deke Sullivan uses the opportunity to convince this strong, sassy woman that he only has eyes for her.

(Sisters of Holmes County: #3) Martha Hostettler is concerned about the continuous attacks being made on her Amish family. With a definite motive and a myriad of methods, Luke Friesen becomes personal and forcing her to turn to Jack O'Connor, a hot-as-hell ex-soldier who plays by his own rules, for help in protecting them both from a man with deadly intentions.

(Brighter than the sun) Banks, Maya

(You may kiss the bride) Bennett, Jules

(Wicked cowboy charm) Brown, Carolyn

(A sister's hope) Brunstetter, Wanda E.

(A sister's secret) Brunstetter, Wanda E.

(Someone to love) Alward, Donna

(Better than the sun) Banks, Maya

(No other highlander) Basso, Adrienne

(Lost in you) Bennett, Jules

(You may kiss the bride) Berne, Lisa

(Wicked cowboy charm) Brown, Carolyn

(A sister's hope) Brunstetter, Wanda E.

(A sister's secret) Brunstetter, Wanda E.
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ROM White Fire  BL-3176
Edwards, Cassie
Searching for the man she loved since childhood, but was forbidden to see, flame-haired beauty Reshelle Russell defies her father and finally finds Chippewa warrior, White Fire, and helps him fight to regain all he has lost amid a passion that was destined to last a lifetime.

ROM Close to home  BL-3120
Everett, Lily
Setting her husband, Johnny, an undercover agent, free from their broken marriage, Tessa Alexander starts a new life on Sanctuary Island, but when danger enters the picture, Johnny returns home determined to protect her, and hopes for a second chance at a real marriage.

ROM Home at last  BL-3170
Everett, Lily
When Quinn Harper, Sanctuary Island's sweetheart, and the woman he dumped, asks him to pose as her boyfriend in return for lifting the ban on his bar, Marcus Beckett cannot say "no" to this offer and wonders what this arrangement has in store for both of them.

ROM Bound together  BL-3163
Feehan, Christine
When Viktor Prakenskii, the husband she thought she'd never see again after he killed her stepfather and left without a word, returns, personal trainer and physical therapist Blythe Daniels questions everything she thought she knew about good and evil, and the dark desires of the heart.

ROM No getting over a cowboy  BL-3172
Fossen, Delores
Returning home to the family ranch after losing his child to miscarriage and his wife to another man, Garrett Granger discovers that his former flame, Nicky Marlow, is renting his grandmother's old house and is attempting to rebuild her own shattered life.

ROM Hard justice  BL-3169
Foster, Lori
A former MMA fighter turned bodyguard at the Body Armor agency finds himself falling for his new client, sweet and intriguingly innocent heiress Fallon Wade, with whom he is requested to fake a relationship in order to blend in and keep her safe.

ROM Under pressure  BL-3010
Foster, Lori
When Body Armor security guard Leese Phelps is hired to protect Catalina Nicholson, he is immediately drawn to her, which is a dangerous complication, especially since it could be the very man who hired Leese who's threatening her.

ROM Into the fire  BL-3124
Frost, Jeaniene
When an enemy finds a way to use his new bride, the beautiful Leila, against him, vampire Vlad Tepesh must find a way to break the spell that links her to a powerful, and deadly, necromancer who is determined to turn everyone against them and tear them apart forever.

ROM The cottage at Firefly Lake  BL-3008
Gilroy, Jen
Returning home to Firefly Lake to sell her mother's cottage, Charlotte Gibbs is overwhelmed by the memories that remind her of what she's been missing, especially the love of her life, Sean Carmichael, the man she left behind when he needed her the most.

ROM At close range  BL-3005
Griffin, Laura
Investigating a high-profile double murder, police detective Daniele Harper, when the clues don't add up, turns to the Delphi Center crime lab for help, but soon regrets it when her secret attraction to their chief firearms examiner threatens to distract from the most important case of her career.

ROM Seized by seduction  BL-3228
Jackson, Brenda
Ex-con turned bodyguard Quasar Patterson is determined to watch over the mysterious psychic investigator Dr. Randi Fuller, especially when she's drawn into a dangerous gang rivalry.

ROM Breathless  BL-3006
Jenkins, Beverly
A highly respected manager of one of the finest hotels in Arizona Territory, Portia Carmichael refuses to get involved with the wrong type of man until Kent Randolph, an old family friend, rides into town determined to win her trust, and her heart.

ROM 72 hours  BL-3229
Jewel, Bella
When they are dumped into a massive wooded area, forced to play a serial killer's twisted game, a man and a woman have 72 hours to find a way out before the hunt begins and his couple, who have a history and cannot stand one another, must work together to escape, and to survive.

ROM Born of legend  BL-3267
Kenyon, Sherrilyn
Rescuing a teen boy from a violent mob, fugitive royal Dagger Ixur becomes an unlikely ally to the boy's mother, Usahara Altaan, a rare Andarion Fyreblood whose people are being hunted to extinction by assassins from The League.

ROM Brush of wings  LP-4976
Kingsbury, Karen
LARGE PRINT. (Angels walking: Book 3) Despite needing a heart transplant and against the advice of her doctor, Mary Catherine moves to Uganda to work at a new orphanage. Whatever time she has left, Mary Catherine wants to spend it helping children, especially since there will be no children of her own. The only problem is Major League Baseball player Marcus Dillinger, the man she never meant to fall in love with.
ROM ☀ Chasing sunsets
Kingsbury, Karen
LP-4975
LARGE PRINT. (Angels walking: Book 2) Though she loves her wealthy parents, their lifestyle never appealed to her. Instead, Mary Catherine pursues meaning through charity work. Mary Catherine lives in Los Angeles with her roommate, Sami, and volunteers at a local youth center with coach Tyler Ames and LA Dodger Marcus Dillinger. Despite Mary Catherine's intention to stay single, she finds herself drawing close to Marcus, and their budding romance offers an exciting life she never dreamed of. That is, until she receives devastating news from her doctor. (Angels walking: Book 1, LP-4591)

ROM ☀ Devil in spring
Kleypas, Lisa
LP-4990
LARGE PRINT. Strong-willed Lady Pandora Ravenel meets her match in Gabriel, Lord St. Vincent, one of London's most notorious, yet irresistible, rakes.

ROM ☀ Ever my love
Kurland, Lynn
BL-3222
Searching for a fresh start, Emma Baxter arrives in the Scottish Highlands where she, totally not buying into the local legends of Highland magic, meets a gorgeous and mysterious, Highlander who is not what he seems as he whisks her back in time.

ROM ☀ Crazy for you
Lacey, Rachel
BL-3165
This series follows three foster brothers as they return home to start an extreme sports business.

ROM ☀ Healing a heart
Lillard, Amy
BL-3121
Widower and rancher Jake Langston finds his life forever changed after an impulsive one-night stand with Bryn Talbot results in an unexpected pregnancy that leads to a second chance at love and the family he has always wanted.

ROM ☀ Hard-hearted highlander
London, Julia
BL-3223
After an ill-fated elopement destroys her reputation and any chance for a future match, English-born governess Bernadette Kent agrees to save naive wallflower Aivaline from her intended, a bitter Scottish highlander, and finds herself falling in love with the handsome warrior in the process.

ROM ☀ Summer on Sunset Ridge
MacLaren, Sharlene
BL-3140
Brought up on a Quaker farm near Philadelphia at the brink of the Civil War, plainspoken Rebecca Albright is expected to be charitable, peace-loving, and submissive. But she is feeling anything but. A feisty abolitionist, Rebecca is determined to aid the Underground Railroad no matter the cost, until her path collides with slave-catcher Sheriff Clay Dalton.

ROM ☀ If not for you
Macomber, Debbie
LP-4992
LARGE PRINT. Moving away from her oppressive parents in the hopes of taking charge of her own life, Beth takes a job as a school music teacher and initially resists her attraction to a tattooed mechanic who is the epitome of everything her conservative parents fear.

ROM ☀ The sooner the better
Macomber, Debbie
BL-3197
Lorraine Dancy has just discovered that everything she believes about her father is a lie starting with the fact that Thomas supposedly died years ago. Now she's learned that not only is he not dead, he's living in a small town south of the border. In the process of tracking him down, she manages to get framed for theft and pursued by the real thief, the police and a local crime boss. Her father's friend Jack Keller agrees to help her escape, although Lorraine's reluctant to depend on a man like him.

ROM ☀ At first light
Madison, Mari
BL-3162
Readjusting to life back home after five years of reporting in war-torn Syria, Troy Young takes a job as an entertainment reporter for News 9 and finds himself partnered with the woman he left behind who refuses to trust him again, but who agrees to work with him as drama unfolds around them.

ROM ☀ The librarian and the spy
Mann, Susan
BL-3226
When her job solving mundane mysteries for library patrons entangles her in a mission to decode the whereabouts of a weapons cache from a priceless work of art before arms dealers beat her to it, librarian Quinn Ellington finally gets her chance to have an adventure like no other, and along the way, finds a love to last a lifetime.

ROM ☀ Dreamweaver Trail
March, Emily
LP-4974
LARGE PRINT. Believing she was betrayed by Liam Collins, the man she fell in love with while staying in the Caribbean, heartbroken ex-cop turned glass artist Gabriella Romano returns home to Eternity Springs where the town's lovably meddlesome matchmaker takes matters into her own hands.

ROM ☀ Into the firestorm
Martin, Kat
BL-3009
Luke Brodie meets his match in fellow bounty hunter Emma Cassidy, as both of them try to hunt down a vicious criminal.

ROM ☀ Wind river cowboy
McKenna, Lindsay
BL-3177
Settling in at the Bar C ranch in Wyoming, a place where veterans can find a home and a place to heal, ex-Special Forces agent Kira Duval is thrilled that her roommate is none other than the man she has been searching for, Weapons Sergeant Garret Fleming, from whom she was separated in Afghanistan.

ROM ☀ A beau for Katie
Miller, Emma
BL-3195
Agreeing to work for two weeks as a housekeeper to help a family in need seems like a good idea to Katie Byler. But when Katie sees the handsome, young, and single Freeman Kemp for the first time, she wonders what she has gotten herself into. Freeman may be considered a catch, but the stubborn young man is driving strong-willed Katie to distraction.
Widow Leah Yoder married for love once. Now that she has come home to Seven Poplars, she wants a marriage of convenience that will provide a longed-for family without dishonoring the memory of her late husband. A steady, serious older man would be ideal, someone completely unlike handsome, fun-loving Thomas Stutzman. She and the aspiring organic farmer agree to court to prove that this time, the matchmaker has made a mistake! But as their friendship deepens will Leah settle for what she thought she needed, or put fear aside for a second chance at happiness?

Successful vintner and third Carson brother Mace is unsuspectingly reunited with a woman who he rescued from an attacker back in his college days, who is representing a company that would buy his winery and who has never forgotten the hero who once stole her heart.

When he discovers that his wife is a thief, and also his professional nemesis, FBI agent Grant Emerson is determined to catch her in the act, but instead finds himself putting his job and heart on the line to save her and their marriage.

As the hunt for the Star of Ice leads the six guardians to Ireland, Doyle, the immortal, must face his tragic past. Three centuries ago, he closed off his heart, yet his warrior spirit is still drawn to the wild. And there's no one more familiar with the wild than Riley and the wolf within her.

After war leaves her battered and bruised, Army soldier Jamie Keller returns home to Montana where she, unable to trust anyone enough to get close, finds herself opening up to Ford Kendrick, the man who let her go, and the man whom she has never been able to forget.

Determined to prove to her team leader, and her former lover, Alliance operative Jack Grayson, that she has what it takes, former FBI agent Madeleine Blake, the only female initiate of the elite undercover society, must make a tough choice when a mission ends in tragedy and Jack puts his own life in danger to save hers.

When big-time rodeo star Lance Cortez comes to town, small-town veterinarian Jessa Mae Love is determined to resist his advances, especially when she agrees to move to his ranch to keep an eye on his ailing father, but keeping it professional is easier said than done.

Tired of being the Poor Little Rich Girl of Shenandoah Falls, Amy Lyndon, after standing up to her family, is cut off from the family fortune and finds work with Dusty McNeil's landscaping crew, proving to everyone, especially Dusty, that she is more than willing to get her hands dirty.

When Keller returns home to Montana where she, unable to trust anyone enough to get close, finds herself opening up to Ford Kendrick, the man who let her go, and the man whom she has never been able to forget.

Hoping to atone for his father's evil, Cain Killian, the son of a serial killer, uses his extrasensory connection to blood to help the FBI, which leads him to Mercy Ledger, the only person who survived his father's killing spree, and the only one who can help him solve his current case.

When the pro rodeo circuit and returns home to California, leaving his twin brother to clean up his own messes for a change, Ry Morgan pursues the girl he has loved for years, Avery Hayes, but discovers that she has changed and must break through her defenses to prove that he is the man for her.

When she and her young son unwittingly become prisoners of her controlling father-in-law's power, widow Deidre Morris finds hope in the form of attorney Jase Glassman until a murder rocks the quiet community of Echo Falls and she discovers Jase's ulterior motives.
ROM  Accidentally on purpose
Shalvis, Jill  BL-3004
Unwilling to commit to a career woman who loves him but unable to stand her dating anyone else, a man who has forfeited his job in law enforcement sabotages her dates before realizing that he must prove himself.

ROM  What it takes
Stacey, Shannon  BL-3129
Starting a new life in Whitford, Maine, Laney Caswell uses this as her chance to find out what really makes her happy and discovers that it is paramedic Ben Rivers, but in order to have a future together, they must put aside their pasts.

ROM  Dangerous games
Steel, Danielle  LP-4984
LARGE PRINT. A television journalist and an ex-Navy SEAL place their lives at risk during a perilous assignment involving a corrupt vice president and his connections to the revered widow of a visionary, assassinated scion of a powerful political family.

ROM  Wild horse springs
Thomas, Jodi  BL-3096
Dan Brigman may not lead the most exciting life, but he's proud of what he's achieved: he's a respected lawman, and he's raised a bright, talented daughter on his own.

ROM  Call to honor
Weber, Tawny  BL-3007
When a team member is killed and the body goes missing, SEAL Lieutenant Diego Torres finds his career and reputation on the line and the only person who can help him is a single mother who unwittingly has the answers he so desperately needs.

ROM  Million dollar cowboy
Wilde, Lori  BL-3171
The embittered illegitimate son of a Texas ranching dynasty, having achieved his goal of becoming more successful than the father who rejected him, unexpectedly falls in love with the daughter of his father's foreman during a strained family wedding.

ROM  Along came trouble
Woods, Sherryl  BL-3219
When Mary Elizabeth, the woman who broke Sheriff Tucker Spencer's heart six years ago, is accused of killing her Virginia-politician husband, she turns to him for help in cleaning her name.

SCI  Beginning beekeeping
Phillips, Tanya  BL-3208
Filled with full-color photos, a practical guide provides the basics for getting started with beekeeping, teaching readers how to foster and maintain healthy, vibrant hive colonies, as well as how to incorporate the various techniques and practices for keeping bees using conventional, as well as more natural, practices.

SFF  Alien education
Koch, Gini  BL-3248
While trying to integrate all Earthbound alien children into schools, Lady Kitty Katt-Martini stumbles upon a plot to mind control the next generation and must race against time to save the hearts and minds of Earth's children.

SFF  A perfect machine
Savory, Brett  BL-3180
A Runner, a member of a secret society called the Inferne Cutis, Henry Kyllo is chased through the city by Hunters, whose goal is to fill him with bullets every day, a secret war steeped in history, tradition and mutual fear, but when he achieves ascension, all hell breaks loose.

SFF  Hunger makes the wolf
Wells, Alex  BL-3179
Ten years after being taken in by Nick Ravani and becoming a member of his mercenary biker troop, the Ghost Wolves, Hobs finds the body of his brother out in the dunes and discovers that his daughter has been taken by shady beings called the Weathermen and must solve a great mystery to find the truth about these crimes and the strange planet she calls home.

SUS  Resurrection Pass
Anderson, Kurt  BL-3232
When a group of miners in a remote valley in the Canadian wilderness unwittingly release an all-consuming force of nature, half-Cree guide Jake Trueblood and young ecologist, barely escaping with their lives, must not only confront the nightmarish creature but also a local group of murderous Cree infuriated by their presence.

SUS  The last mile
Baldacci, David  BL-3184
A sequel to Memory Man, (BK-0180), continues the story of Amos Decker, a football player-turned-detective with an eidetic memory.

SUS  The prisoner
Berenson, Alex  LP-4981
LARGE PRINT. Forced to resume an old undercover identity as an al-Qaeda jihadi to unmask a CIA mole, John Wells gets close to an ISIS prisoner in a secret Bulgarian prison, where he confronts the profoundly cruel and ambitious plans of increasingly formidable terrorist organizations.
What happens if both the president and vice-president-elect die before taking the oath of office? The answer is far from certain, in fact, what follows would be total political chaos. Shot down over Siberia, ex-Justice Department agent Cotton Malone is forced into a fight for survival against Aleksandr Zorin, a man whose loyalty to the former Soviet Union has festered for decades into an intense hatred of the United States. Before escaping, Malone learns that Zorin and another ex-KGB officer, this one a sleeper still embedded in the West, are headed overseas to Washington D.C. on Inauguration Day.

When a sleepwalker who has experienced episodes of near violence while unconscious goes missing, her eldest daughter, Lianna, finds herself drawn to a lead detective who seems to know more than he is revealing.

The Cates family had always been a bad lot. Game warden Joe Pickett had been able to strike a fierce blow against them when the life of his daughter April had been endangered, but he'd always wondered if there'd be a day of reckoning. He's not wondering any longer. Joe knows they're coming after him and his family now. He has his friend Nate by his side, but will that be enough this time? All he can do is prepare, and wait for them to make the first move.

While tracking down dozens of children sold through illegal adoptions, Lucy Kincaid must deal with her fiancé Sean's estranged sister, who, arriving two weeks before the wedding, needs something Sean has, and if she doesn't get it, every member of their family will end up dead, including Sean.

Jack Sawyer, a drifter whose easy-going nature hides a troubled past, returns to his hometown in Blewer County, Texas in an attempt to protect widow Anna Corbett and her young son from revenge-minded escaped convict Carl Herbold.

After the demise of the Pope, 118 cardinals converge on the Sistine Chapel to cast their votes in the world's most secretive election, where ambition and rivalry play out over the course of 72 hours.

Penn Cage is shut out by his once-revered Southern doctor father, who is about to be tried for murder in the wake of revelations about a mixed-race child and KKK associations.

As she deals with her pregnancy and an institutional reality show in town, Detective Regan Pescoli must team with her partner, Selena Alvarez, to take down a serial killer who is picking off teenage partiers in the woods of Grizzly Falls.

Mr. Mercedes finds mental patient Brady Hartsfield manifesting powers to commit deadly acts without leaving his hospital room, while retired detective Bill Hodges and his partner investigate a suicide with ties to the Mercedes Massacre.
A cemetery restorer who lives with the dead, Amelia Gray is hired to restore a place where the rich and powerful bury their secrets and encounters the ghost of a child who demands she bring her killer to justice, which causes her to garner a mortal enemy in the Devlin family, members of Charleston's elite.
TRU  Don't tell a soul  
Phelps, M. William BL-3136  
Taking readers into the mind of a conniving female psychopath, a shocking true account explores the murder of a woman who cared for her neighbor's son and was set to testify in court against his abusive mother, Kim Cargill.

TRU  Shadow on the mountain  
Singular, Stephen BL-3137  
Describes the brutal murder of a moody, temperamental Aspen heiress who took under her wing a newly impoverished doctor and his wife and helped them open a new spa business, until she turned on them and was discovered beaten to death.

WESTERN

WES  Cold-blooded  
Johnstone, William W. BL-3233  
After taming Hell's Half Acre, the most lawless place in Texas, Sheriff Jess Carey and his oddball band of sidekicks must clean up the town once again, and pray they have enough bullets, when no-good politicians, who want to see them dead, dump hordes of outlaws, bandits, rapists and desperados in their territory.

WES  Day of reckoning  
Johnstone, William W. BL-3186  
When his neighbor's ranch is burned to the ground and the only survivor is a 14-year-old girl who couldn't save her parents from being slaughtered, Duff MacCallister and his headstrong companion, who refuses to be left behind, go after the killers.

WES  Hell's Half Acre  
Johnstone, William W. BL-3012  
When he becomes the new sheriff of Fort Worth, inheriting the body-riddled town of Hell's Half Acre, the deadliest piece of real estate on the American frontier, Jess Casey becomes the target of Kurt Koenig and his gang of outlaws who, putting a price on his head, start a war that can only have one outcome.

WES  Luke Jensen, bounty hunter  
Johnstone, William W. LP-4961  
LARGE PRINT. While escorting a violent man charged with murdering a preacher's daughter to jail, Luke Jensen discovers that the man is innocent of this crime as they both battle for their lives in a storm of bullets, betrayal and blood as they attempt to bring the real killer, the son of a cattle baron, to justice.

WES  Monahan's massacre  
Johnstone, William W. BL-3134  
Settling down to a farmer's life until his itch for adventure needs to be scratched, accidental gunslinger Dooley Monahan rides for the Black Hills to strike it rich in the fields of Colorado, but fate has other ideas when mistaken identity forces him to join up with a group of murderous outlaws.

WES  River of blood  
Johnstone, William W. BL-3187  
Armed with courage, strength and raw skills with knife and gun, Breck Wallace, a true mountain man on the American frontier, must defend himself when two powerful men with a murderous grudge send cold-blooded killers for hire after him.

WES  Seven days to hell  
Johnstone, William W. BL-3013  
After a lawman Sam Heller saves his life, Young Bill begs Heller to save one more, Cullen Baker, the original quick-draw artist, who is forced to fight a life-and-death battle with a corrupt robber baron for control of the Torrent River.

WES  The frontiersman  
Johnstone, William W. BL-3133  
A first book in a thrilling new series, follows 17-year-old Breckinridge Wallace as he, exiled from his Smoky Mountain home, claws his way to manhood behind the law of the gun and discovers a new world of splendor, violence, promise and betrayal where he earns an enemy for life.

WES  Twelve dead men  
Johnstone, William W. BL-3234  
Two of the 12 jurors selected to convict a killer, twin brothers Ace and Chance Jensen find themselves sentenced to death by the brother of the hanged killer who plans to slaughter the jurors, one by one.

WES  Vengeance of the mountain man  
Johnstone, William W. BL-3256  
After years on the run, Sundance, a vicious, vengeful gunfighter, brings together a fearsome gang of cutthroats and sets out for the Sugarloaf, with the intention of seeking revenge on mountain man Smoke Jensen.

WES  Valley of Bones  
Richards, Dusty BL-3014  
As the electric cables are laid for a new telegraph system that will connect the settlers of the Arizona Territory to the rest of the country, rancher Chet Byrnes squares off with a gang of hired henchmen who would kill to sabotage the project, all while he deals with cutthroat rustlers on the Mexican border.
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